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THISEXHIBITION,
THEMOSTCOMPREHENSIVE
EVERDEVOTED
TOTHESUBJECT
OFTHE
RUSSIAN
AVANT-GARDE
BOOK,CELEBRATES
THEJUDITHROTHSCHILD
FOUNDATION'S
GIFTOF 1,100 BOOKS
AND100 RELATED
WORKS
TO THEMUSEUMOF MODERN
ART.
IN THE EARLY DECADES OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY, RUSSIAN
avant-gardeartists produced a body of work that was seminal to the developmentof
the modern movement. In the early teens these artists formed a collaborationwith
like-minded poets. Rejectingthe stultifying practices taught in the academies,the
two groups worked in tandem to revitalize visual and poetic languages,with one
result being a new form of artist's book. Under the umbrella term of Futurism, artists
worked with such styles as Neo-primitivism,Rayism,and Cubo-Futurism,experimen
tation that eventuallyled to Suprematism,a resolutely abstract style made up of

NATALIA
GONCHAROVA.
Igra v adu (A Gamein
Hell) by Velimir Khlebnikovand Aleksei
Kruchenykh.Moscow,1912.Edition:300. Litho
graphedcover,7 x 5V2"(18.3 x 14.6 cm)

simple geometric shapes in a reduced palette of colors. At the same time poets
created zaum, a transrational form of expressionthat focused on word fragments,
letters,and sounds rather than on traditional meaningand representation.

The 1917 Revolutionbrought new goalsto Russiansociety,and avant-gardeartists were among the most optimistic
participants in their fulfillment. Those who had previouslyworked in painting and sculpture began to turn toward the
design of practical objects: ceramics,textiles, posters,and even packagingfor
manufacturing products. They believedthat their new languageof abstraction
could symbolizefuture social achievementsand that art could serve a broad
public. Books were designed according to principles of rational organization
and clarity that came to be known by the term "Constructivist."Such stylistic
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photography,favoredfor its mechanicalqualities, and the technique of photo
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montageplayedincreasinglyimportantroles.In the late 1920sand early 1930s,
when governmentcontrols on the arts tightened, avant-gardeartists designed
books and magazines containing propaganda touting Soviet power and
achievement. By 1934, Stalin decreed that only Socialist Realism in the arts
would be allowed to convey his vision for society.The period of experimenta
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and vital spirit from cover to cover.Small in sizeand
often stapledtogetherfrom coarse,randomlychosen
papers of different colors and textures,these books

declared their hand-made qualities. Illustrations

were drawn in a crude, childlike style known as
Neo-primitivism or presented with fractured and

abstracted space in the Cubo-Futuristand Rayist
styles. Rubber-stampedtext joined manuscript text

that was printed with the same lithographic tech
THEEARLY
BOOKS
MADEBY THERUSSIAN
FUTURIST nique used for the illustrations. Poets also experi
artists and poets were meant as a direct affront to

mented with typography,varyingfonts and creating

the luxurious fine-art books traditionally produced

novel arrangementsacross the pages (for instance,

for collectors.NataliaGoncharova,Mikhail Larionov, Kamenskii's ferro-concrete poems in his provoc
Kazimir Malevich, and Olga Rozanovawere among

atively titled books Naked Among the Clad and

the artists who joined with such poets as Aleksei

Cloudin Trousers,printed on pagesmadefrom wall

Kruchenykh, Velimir Khlebnikov,Vasilii Kamenskii,

paper). Manyof the artistsalso practicedpoetry,and

and Vladimir Mayakovsky to design books that

severalpoets had trained in art schools.There were

intermingled text and imagery,producing a unified

friends, siblings, and spouses in the group. The
atmosphereof creative

VASILIIKAMENSKII.
Nagoisredi odetykh
(Naked Among the Clad) by
Kamenskiiand Andrei Kravtsov.
Moscow:Rossiiskiefuturisty
(RussianFuturists),1914
Edition:300. Letterpress
spread on wallpaper,
7 % x 15 Vs"
(20.1 x 38.4 cm)
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both

echoed

and divergedfrom the intense activity occurring in

pensive lubok prints sold throughout the country.

the arts acrossWesternEuropeduring this period.

Otherscreatedcyclesof prints,accompaniedby texts,

The outbreakof WorldWar I had a soberingeffect

in a tradition reaching back through the centuries

on the ratherrambunctiousactivitiesof the Futurists, to artists like Breughel and Goya. In her Mystical
which had included speeches,performancesin pro

Imagesof War,for instance,Goncharovaincorporated

vocativecostumes,and tours around the country to

Russianhistoricaland religiousmotifs in a seriesof

attractattentionto their newvision.Forthe war effort,

black and white lithographs that combined Neo-

Malevichand Mayakovskymade postersand post

primitive drawing with Cubo-Futuristcompositional

cards in a style reminiscentof the popularand inex-

structures. And Rozanova,in her War series with
Kruchenykh, took advantageof the rough,
spontaneousqualitiesthe linoleumcut tech
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nique affordedto depict battlescenes,some
of which were basedon newspaperaccounts
and included informationfrom actual news
clippingswithin their compositions.
In spite of the circumstancesof the war,
the spirit of Futurism had taken firm hold
in avant-gardecircles.The creativelicenseit
afforded led some artists,amongthem Marc
Chagall and El Lissitzky,to incorporate its
principles in the illustrationof Judaica after
a 1915 ban on Yiddishand Hebrewpublica
tions was lifted. An example of such artistic
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innovationcan be seen in Lissitzky'sversion
of The Taleof a Goat,a traditionalchildren's
story read at Passover.The artist placed
his text in arches framing the illustrations
on each page, thereby thoroughly integrat
ing the words and images. Envisioningthe
design concept of the book as inextricably

OLGA
ROZANOVA.
"Excerptfrom a NewspaperBulletin" from Voina(.War)by Aleksei
Kruchenykh.Petrograd:Andrei Shemshurin,1916. Edition:100. Linoleumcut, 16Xx
12W (41.2x30.6 cm)

connected to its content, Lissitzky also
devised a color-coding system that linked

ELLISSITZKY.
"Father Bought a Kid for Two Zuzim" from Chadgadya
(The Taleof a Goat) by Lissitzky.Kiev: Kultur Lige (Culture League),1919.
Edition: 75. Lithograph,10% x 107s"(27.4 x 25.7 cm). © 2002 Estateof
El Lissitzky/ARS,New York/VGBildkunst, Berlin

unimpeded.Theygatheredtogetherat The Fantastic
Tavern,where they performed,read their work, and
organizeda publishing enterprisecalled 41°, which
was also the name of the avant-gardegroup. Books
published under this imprint by leaders Kruchenykh, Igor' Terent'ev,and ll'ia Zdanevich are
especially noteworthy for their inventive employ
ment of typographicand manuscriptdesigns,which
gave visual expression to their Futurist verse.
Zdanevich'sapprenticeshipin a printer's workshop
acquainted him with the variety of fonts and
symbols available to that trade. Kruchenykh
characters to their place in the story. The folding

exploredthe primitivetechnique of carbon copy and

outer wrapper he made for the unbound sheets

the little-known process of hectography for his

incorporatedvisionarySuprematistforms on its inte-

hand-drawnpoetic compositions.

rior surface.
Creative arrangements of text
could also be found in publications
issuedfrom the avant-gardeoutpost
of Tiflis (now Tbilisi), the capital of
Georgia.After the 1917 Revolution,
Tiflis becamea havenfor artists and
poets who sought to distance them
selvesfrom the civil unrest in major
cities in order to work relatively
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IGOR'TERENT'EV.
Fakt(Fact) by Terent'ev.Tiflis: 41°,
1919. Edition:approx. 250. Letterpresscovers,6'
x
10%"(17.3x27.4 cm)

O

TRANSFORM
THEWORLD!

furthering the principlesof Suprematismand apply
ing them to practical art forms such as textiles,ce

ramics, posters,and books. Among the artists who

were influenced by this new direction was Lissitzky,
who ran the school's print shop. His Suprematist
projects included a governmental congress
brochure cover and a children's book in which the

FUTURIST
EXPERIMENTS
EVOLVED
INTOA STYLE story is told through evolvingabstract compositions
of geometric abstraction, most notably in the work

rather than standard narration—the protagonists

of Malevich. He introduced the style and philoso

are a red and a black square.

phy of Suprematismwith paintingsand a manifesto

The Revolution of 1917 had brought with it a

at the 0.10 exhibition in December of 1915. His

fervent desire on the part of artists and poets alike

innovationssoon influenced other members of the

to reach out to a broader public rather than focus

avant-garde,particularlyafter he became a profes

their efforts primarily on the artistic community,

sor at an art school in the city of Vitebsk. It was

as had been the case with Futurist projects.

there that his book Suprematism:34 Drawings,a

Mayakovskynow aimed his work at the ordinary

visual primer of geometric shapes and composi

Soviet citizen. He issued books of poetry with his

tional possibilities,was printed and published.It was

own illustrationsin an easilyunderstood,caricatural

also at Vitebsk that
a group of Malevich's
students and fellow
professors

organized

themselvesinto a collec
tive

called

UNOVIS

(Affirmers of the New
Art), with the purposeof
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KAZIMIR
MALEVICH.
Suprematizm.
34 risunka (Suprematism: ThirtyFour Drawings) by Malevich.
Vitebsk: UNOVIS(Affirmersof the
New Art), 1920. Edition:unknown
(11 to 14 knownexamplesoutside
the former USSR).Lithographed
spread, 8
14
(21.8 x
36 cm)

VLADIMIR
LEBEDEV.
"A WorkmanSweepingthe Criminal Elementsout of the Republic" from
Placard Russe(RussianPlacards) 1917-1922 by Lebedev.Petrograd:Strelets(The Archer),
1923. Edition: 1,700. Lithograph,8
7 77 (21.3 x 19 cm)
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outside Russiaas a meansof informingthe world at
large of developmentsunder the Sovietsystem.
Children'sliteraturealso gained increasedimpor
tance in a societythat hopedto educatethe masses,
and it benefited from innovativedesigns by artists
working with the new avant-garde vocabulary.
Collectiveswere formed for the purpose of design

*

ing booksthat would appeal to children. Using prin

ft

ciples of abstraction,artists created colorful, simpli
fied shapes, telling stories through a language of
signs that stood in stark contrast to the representa

style that echoed the look of the popular lubok

tional depictions found in traditional storybooks.

print. During this period, the Russian Telegraph Many of these books had underlying messages
Agency (ROSTA), the government arm charged

praisingthe progressof Sovietindustry or criticizing

with promoting revolutionary imagery, commis

the opulence of earlier consumer classes; others

sioned a series of large posters,which were to be

were simply for childish fun, such as TheyBounce,

mountedin empty shopwindows.

They Fly by Mariia Siniakova,in

This venue made for easy

which shapes could be cut out

accessibility to street crowds,

and assembledinto simple toys.

and Mayakovsky'sstyle was well

In the early 1920s, editions

suited to that end, as was that of

of such children's books were

Vladimir Lebedev,an artist who

numbered at only a few thou

tailored the principles of Supre-

sand copies; a little later, they

matism to create simplified figu

grew to as many as 15,000 to

rativeimagesin flat, bright colors.

30,000; and by 1934, they aver

One series of Lebedev'sposters
was reduced and published in
book form (Russian Placards

/•

aged 100,000 copies.
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1917-1922), to be distributed
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MARIIA
SINIAKOVA.
Prygaiut,letaiut(.TheyBounce,
TheyFly) by L. Sinitsyna.Moscow:Molodaia
gvardiia (YoungGuard), 1931. Edition: 50,000.
Lithographedcover,7% x 5%" (19.4 x 14.7cm)

Constructivistgraphicdesign,with its bold red and

(Higher State Artistic-TechnicalWorkshops),which

black geometricforms, flourished in the 1920s,and

focusedon practicaltraining in the industrialarts for

its impact on layout and typography has been felt

the creationof utilitarianobjects.

eversince. Avant-gardeartistsestablishedstandard

Recognizing the role of books as vehicles of

ized compositional structures noteworthy for their

mass communication,the governmentbecamethe

rationalorganizationand use of mechanicalproduc

country's primary publisher.Although the arts were

tion techniques. Their aim was to rid imagery of

not its highest priority,editions of the work of avant-

expressivegesturesreferringbackto the creator.The

garde poetsfeaturing bold Constructivistdesignsby

concept of collectivityreplacedthat of the individual

avant-gardeartists ran to as many as 3,000 copies
(in stark contrast to the Futurists'
mostly artist-published editions of
300 or 400 in the early teens). When
it came to popular serialized novels
with Constructivist covers, edition
sizes grew to as many as 25,000
copies.
Two of the most important practi
tioners of book design at this time
were Aleksandr Rodchenko and
Lissitzky. Rodchenko's covers have
architectonic compositional struc
tures that often wrap around from
front to back, reinforcing the sense

ALEKSANDR
RODCHENKO.
Rechevik.Stikhi (Orator: Verse)by SergeiTret'iakov.Moscow-Leningrad:
Gosudarstvennoeizdatel'stvo(State Publishing House), 1929. Edition:2,000. Letterpresscovers
6% x 9%" (17 x 12.6 cm)

of the book as a rectilinearand volu

metric object. Lissitzky,on the other
genius. New methods were taught in government- hand, created cover compositions that referred
sponsoredart academies,such as the two founded back to Suprematist canvases, with typographic
in 1920 in Moscow(and with brancheselsewhere)as elements arranged on white backgrounds,evoking
part of the Visual Arts Departmentof The People's imaginaryspaces. Lissitzkyalso paid close attention
Commissariatof Enlightenment:INKhUK (Institute

to the structural aspects of each book design as a

of Artistic Culture), which sponsored philosophical whole. For Mayakovsky'sFor the Voice,he devised
discussionsand theoreticaldebatesand VKhUTEMAS a tab index of symbolsthat allowed readersto find

Kirsanov has the 'Right of Word,'
which relatesthe Russian practice of
photomontage to parallel artistic
movements in Western Europe. In
Russia, however, the cutting and
reassembling of photographic ele
ments to form a montagewas particu
larly influenced by the cinema, which
was revolutionizedat this time by such
figures as SergeiEisensteinand Dziga
Vertov,who exploited the possibilities
Trnn, ofwtopul

of juxtaposition and sequencing in
moving pictures.
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ELLISSITZKY.
Dlia golosa (For the Voice) by Vladimir Mayakovsky.Moscow-Berlin:Gosudarstvennoe
izdatel'stvo(State Publishing House), 1923. Edition:2,000-3,000. Letterpressspread, 7% x 9
(18.7 x 25 cm). © 2002 Estateof El Lissitzky/ARS,New York/VGBildkunst, Berlin

f

their favorite poems quickly, for the purpose of

/.6
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reading them aloud. Many of Mayakovsky'sbest-

SOLOMON
TELINGATER.
SlovopredostavliaetsiaKirsanovu(Kirsanovhas the
r

t

°

bySemen
Kir^novMoscow^Gosudarstvennoe
izdatel'stvo

(State Publishing House), 1930. Edition:3,000. Letterpresscovers, 7% x

6

(i9.9x17.6
cm)

known poems were indeed recited by children
and adults throughout the country.
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While Constructivist graphic design offered
boldness and clarity, its focus on an abstract
vocabulary of forms caused some concern in
regulatory circles, because it could not easily
serve as a vehicle for specific messages.In this
regard, photography and photomontage offered
the potentialfor a documentaryrealismthat could
communicate ideas to the public. In some cases,
however, photographic elements were added to
abstract compositions for literary works, as in
Solomon Telingater's wraparound cover for
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BUILDING
SOCIALISM

tangible symbols of progress. From schools and
communal housingto governmentoffice complexes,
new structureswere envisionedas providinga stark
contrast to the architecture of the imperial age.
Although many of these projects were never built,
journals reflected the energy and vitality directed
toward this industry while at the same time

CONSTRUCTIVISTGRAPHIC DESIGN BECAME embodying on their covers and in their pages the
so pervasivein the SovietUnion that it appearedon

most advancedthinking in graphic design. Building

even the most mundane publications, many in the

Moscow: Monthly Journal of The Moscow Sovietof

service of governmentalgoals. The most important

Workers,Peasants,and Red Army Deputiesis one

artists of the day were commissioned to design

such example. Its dynamic covers by Georgii

trade journals, industrial reports, and official docu

Stenberg and Vladimir Stenberg are indicative of

ments. Architectural journals were a particularly

the excitement that was engendered by govern

noteworthygenre, since the Soviet government at

mental architectural commissions.

that time was anxious to modernizeits buildings as

Propagandawasyet anotherimportantgovernment

MIKHAIL
MASLIANENKO,
GEORGII
STENBERG.
ANDVLADIMIR
STENBERG.
Stroitel'stvoMoskvy.
Ezhemesiachnyizhurnal
Moskovskogooblastnogo
ispolnitel'nogokomitetaSoveta
R., K. i K. Deputatov(Building
Moscow:MonthlyJournal of
The MoscowSovietof Workers,
Peasants,and Red Army
Deputies), no. 11. N. F. PopovSibiriak,ed. Moscow:
MoskovskiiSovetRabochikh
Krest'ianskikhi Krasnoarmeiskikh Deputatov(The
MoscowSovietof Workers,
Peasants,and Red Army
Deputies),1930. Edition:
8,000. Letterpresscovers by
the Stenbergbrothers, 11% x
16%" (29.9 x 42 cm)

TPOMTEAbCTBO
MOCKBbT

GUSTAV
KLUTSIS
ANDSOLOMON
TELINGATER.
Brigada khudozhnikov
(Artists' Brigade), no. 1. PavelNovitskii,ed. Moscow:
Izobrazitel'noeiskusstvo(State Publishing Housefor Art), 1931.
Edition:6,000. Letterpresscovers(left by Klutsis; right by
Telingater),11 '/sx 20%" (28.2 x 52.4 cm)
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function providedby artists.A group of theoristsand

page-turningsequencesdesignedto manipulatethe
experience of the reader. With combined national

practitioners of agitational photomontage formed
with the aim of stirring up emotions and glorifying and foreign-language editions of nearly 100,000
the Soviet Union. Journals such as Artists' Brigade copies, this journal was aimed at not just Soviet
advocatedfor political and cultural action through

readers but people outside the country as well. In

art, particularly posters. USSR in Construction

1934, however, Stalin decided that avant-garde

commissionedLissitzky,Rodchenko,and others to

design was not the most direct way to reach his citi

create visual statements in magazine format that

zens and decreed that only Socialist Realism,with

communicated loyalty to the state and the excite

its sentimentalized scenes of glory, was to be

ment of Sovietprojectsand events.With angledand

employed in the service of the Soviet Union. With

close-up photographic images and the use of

this decision, a period of remarkable creativity on

photomontage, these artists created cinemalike

the part of the avant-gardecame to an end.
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